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Building Design and Construction
Healthcare
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
All Projects
Select three or more of the following:
Interstitial space
Programmed soft space
Shell space
Expansion capacity
Future parking
Demountable partitions
Movable or modular casework
Briefly outline the overall strategy to promote flexibility and ease of future adaptation for the project. Identify which three of the seven strategies have been included, and provide an explanation for how these strategies were integrated into the project design. For each strategy, describe how the qualifying areas and/or costs were calculated and how these spaces and/or items will be used and accommodated. 
Interstitial Space
Upload: Design drawings
Provide design drawings illustrating departmental gross area (DGA) as interstitial space. Include the height of the space as well as highlighted symbols designating and/or annotating the systems that connect to electrical, information technology, communication, medical gases, and sprinkler systems, as applicable.
Programmed Soft Space
Table: Soft space
Space Name or ID
Percent Soft Space (%)
Total
Total percent soft space must be at least 5%.
Shell Space
Table: Shell space
Space Name or ID
Percent Shell Space (%) 
Total
Total percent shell space must be at least 5%.
Expansion Capacity
Percent horizontal expansion capacity (%)
For projects with capacity for horizontal expansion
Percent horizontal expansion capacity must be at least 30%.
Only horizontal or vertical expansion documentation is required, not both.
Percent vertical expansion capacity (%)
For projects with capacity for vertical expansion
Percent vertical expansion capacity must be at least 75%.
Only horizontal or vertical expansion documentation is required, not both.
Future Parking
Total future above-grade parking (spaces)
Total existing on-grade parking (spaces)
Future parking as a percentage of total existing on-grade parking (%)
Future parking as a percentage of total existing parking must be at least 50%.
Demountable Partitions
Table: Partitions
Space Name or ID
Percent Demountable Partitions (%)
Total
Total percent demountable partitions must be at least 50%.
If areas other than inpatient nursing units (such as ICU), surgery, post-anesthesia care units, emergency department treatment areas, and acute trauma have been excluded for safety reasons, provide the rationale. If not applicable, enter 
"N/A" below.
Movable or Modular Casework
Table: Casework
Name / Description of
Material or Item
Non-Movable
Casework Cost ($)
Movable / Modular
Total
Percent Modular Casework (%)
Total
Total percent modular casework must be at least 50%.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
Summary
Date
Name
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